Press release

Sport watches with a bracelet: The new neomatik watches are outstandingly robust and water resistant. Tangente
Sport comes in light and dark versions, while Club Sport comes in deep black.

Time for sports!
neomatik, the new standard for automatic movements from NOMOS
Glashütte, is more functional and robust than ever. The innovative
date caliber now powers NOMOS models that offer all-day wear
ability—and a bracelet: Tangente Sport and Club Sport
GLASHÜTTE, MARCH 2019. NOMOS

Glashütte reveals brand-new sports watches with bracelets
at Baselworld 2019: Tangente Sport and Club Sport have the neomatik date caliber
DUW 6101, a large date window at three o’clock, and a 42-millimeter diameter. Their generous
proportions make them easily legible, while their water resistance to 1000 ft (30 atm)
makes them particularly robust. What’s more: They are the first NOMOS watches to be
designed with a tailor-made bracelet.
These exceptionally robust models are powered by NOMOS’ neomatik date caliber—
and equipped with an extra-robust case, reinforced seals, and sapphire crystal glass to
protect them against knocks, blows, and leaks. Designed as miniature vaults, their
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proportions remain comfortable to wear thanks to the neomatik movement within.
This slender caliber leaves more space for the watch cases, which have been made correspondingly more robust. Tangente Sport is available in two versions—with a white
silver-plated dial and in marine black—while Club Sport comes with a dial in deep black.
Additional superluminova on the hour typography and hands give the watches more
luminescence in the dark than ever before.
The accompanying bracelets, made from solid stainless steel links, are equally robust
and long-lasting. They are extremely slender (in contrast to other bracelets, which are
usually thicker or made from folded metal plates) and assembled by hand from 145 steel
parts. The overall aesthetic is elegant, and undeniably Bauhaus. The wearer can easily
attach the bracelet, or adjust it to suit their wrist, by using a screwdriver to remove links
as necessary. Further adjustments can be made using the spring bars (to loosen the
watch slightly in summer, for example). The deployment clasp was also designed and
developed exclusively for NOMOS Glashütte; its easy-to-use catch is the finishing touch
on this attractive bracelet. It is also extremely comfortable to wear—it will feel like it’s
always been a part of your arm!
The NOMOS sport bracelet was designed for the new Tangente Sport and Club Sport
models, giving them an entirely new look for NOMOS watches and noticeably more
weight on the wrist.
Tangente and Club Sport will be available in selected retailers from May.
Should you require additional information, images, or interviews, please do not hesitate
to contact us. We look forward to hearing from you.
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